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Effective Imperviousness (EI)

● EI has long been proposed as a more direct measure of urban 

stormwater impacts (Leopold, 1968; Ebrahimian et al., 2016)

● The underlying concept: 

– Runoff from impervious surfaces will have a much larger and more 

direct impact on stream ecosystems if that runoff is routed to the 

stream through drainage pipes and sealed drains than if it is 

permitted to flow to pervious land, where greater infiltration and loss 

(to the air or deep seepage: Walsh et al., 2012) is likely.



Overview

● This study describes a method 

– for mapping impervious surfaces and other land cover features and 

– estimating their flow distances to streams via pipes and overland, to 

permit realistic estimation of effective imperviousness. 
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High resolution land cover mapping
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Stream network augmented using the LiDAR 
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(A) existing pipes and (B) modelled pipes and subcatchments



An example of flow-path modelling from an impervious surface.  The flow from the most 

downstream edge of the selected impervious polygon (outlined in blue, with flow-path 

indicated by a red line (offset to the right)) is intercepted firstly by a grassed area (other 

pervious), then by a pipe at 25.83m (d2dr).  After this, the flow has passed through primarily 

grass area and entered again into another pipe on its way to the nearest waterway at 

251.87m (d2str).  During its travel to nearest stream, the total pipe flow is 128.15m (d2strP), 

overland flow is 123.72m (d2strO), grass flow is 94.53m (d2strG) and tree canopy flow is 

21.86m (d2strT). The flow distance to the catchment outlet is 3,131m (d2O).





E.g. Attenuated imperviousness (AI)
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